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The failure to gain wider acceptance of mea.rurably effective teaching methods
by the educational establishment may be due lo resistance to behaviorism, in
particular, and to a set of contingencies that resist change, in general. The
promotion of effective instructional methods is presented in terms of recom-
mended marketing principles, tncluding identifying and solving perceived con-
sumer needs, using plain English, segmenting the marketplace and developing
specific solutions, identifying opponunities for greatest tmpact, creating tangible
educational products, seeking new markets, planning marketing strateg/ and
tactics, and writing for non-technical publications. Precision Teaching is
presented as a case study in the promotion of effective instructtonal methods.
Although it ,r a measurably superior instructional methodologt, Precision
Teaching has not been widely adopted. By applying basic marketing principles
and strategic planning some of its proponents have inttiated an ongoing effort
of outreach and promotton.
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We are faced with a remarkable challenge. Although we are able to
offer instructional methods that are literally orders of magnitude more ef-
fective than those used in typical classrooms, we find after several decades

of effort that we have not been able to penetrate the "educational
marketplace" to any significant degree. There is a crisis in American educa-
tion which is no longer a secret: each year hundreds of thousands of stu-
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dents graduate from high school functionally illiterate. Virtually svery
ma.ior news publication in the nation covers thi; ,,story,, one or rnore tirnss
per wsek. Par*nts, admini$tratsr$, businsss and gorirnmsnt leaders, and
the gen€ral public all cry out for better education. Here we sit, with im*
portant solutions to this crisis, yet no one is listening.

As "behavioral educator$,n wo do not ail have well-defined solutions
that offer orders of magnitude greater eftectiveness, but soms of us do, In
Seattle, for example, the Morningside Academy has for ten years been
developing and refining instructional mcthods, curriculum anA materials
based sn a combination of Precision Teashing, Dlrect Instru*tion and the
instructional design principles of Tiemann and Markle (John$on, 1990), For
nrost of that time, the school has offered a money_back guarantee for its
sumffisr programs that students will advance by at least two school years
of achievement, measured by standard tests, during an eight_week period.
They have never returned any money. In a recent J;b Training partnership
Act (JTPA) prograrn fon horneless, illitenate rnen, Morningut* produced
the Sreatest anrount of progrs$$ of any known JTpA_funded effori, avstrag_
ing two years of irnprovement for every five weeks in the program, Theie
results, representing perhapi the leading edge of our field, ar*, indeed, or-
ders cf magnirude better than those achieved in ordinary classrooms. The
achievements of the Direct Instruction model in project Follow Through
(Becker & Carnine, lg80; Binder & Watkins, 19ffi; Cersten & Keatirig,
1983; lVatkins, 1988) and rhe precision Teaching project in Oreat Fal[,
Montana (Binder, 198S; Binder & Watkins, lgg0; West, young & Spooner,
1990) have long been cited as examples of what we can accomplish. Other
behavioral programs exist that are capable of delivering such results, yet
Americ&n educators are not beating paths to our door$.

This paper offers $ome observations of how we have been going about
the process of "rnarketing behavioral education," provides some srggestions
for irnprovernsnt, and describes recent efforts to promote precision Teach-
ing to a broader audience.

EXPLANATTONS FOR FAILURE

Educator$ blame their students, failures on many variables, nearly all
of whlch are beyond tlreir control. A ubiquitous exarfiple is the use of clini_
cal and psychornetric diagnoses to account for students, Iack of learning,
Other common explanations for failure to learn include excessive television,
u$e *f drugs, and long heurs $pent by students in part.time jobs. Smcio-
economic variables said to prevent learning in school include general povsr-
ty, single-parent hornes that do not afford sufficient management of
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students' hornework or school attendance, and culture or ethnic diversity
in the classroom. Educators also complain that class sizes are too large for
effective teaching and that school days, weeks, or year$ are to* short to
accomplish what is expected. What is common to all of these explanations
is that they refer to variables beyond the control of educators. Consequent*
ly, they $sem to absolve teachers of re$ponsibitity. Just as intelligence and

aptitude testing provide convenient explanations for failure, these other
variables offer credible rationales for evaluation reports and comrnunica-
tions with parents about why $o many students are failing to rnaster reading,
writing, cornmunic*tion and qrrantitative skills.

Unfortunately, most educators, school psychologists, administrators, and

even parents accept such explanations for failure, Or they assume that efforts
to improve students' Iearning must include compsnsation for socio*economic
conditions, costly investments in computer technolory, reduced class size,

more time in school, or other interyentions peripheral to the direct interaction
berween students and teachers. Many''proposals for educational improvementi
especially those suggested by busiribss leaders and others outside ths educa-

tional comrnuniry, invotve major restructuring of school management and ad-

ministration, adjustments in the contingencies that control the perforr,nance

of teachers and adrninistrators. Thus, school*based Inffnagement, estab-

lishment of incentive systems, parental choice among schools, and other
similar changes promise to drive educators toward a more results-oriented
approach. Although many of these $uggestions may, indeed, offer oppor-
tunities for indirectty improving student$' learning, none of thern address the

most fundamental element of the educational process: instructional method.

RESULTS CHALLENGE THESE EXPLANATTONS

The controver$y regarding wlra[ interventions are rnost Nikely to solve

the current educational crisis is about effectiveness, and the results of sorne

of our most effective programs and methodologies speak for themselves.

In the Precision Teaching Project, where students and teaclrers engaged in

about ?fi to 30 minutes per day of timed practice, charting and decision-
nraking in key basic skills, average lowa Test of Basic Skills scores for an

entire elementary school rose over a period of three academic years by

between 2t) and 40 percentil$ points, depending on the sub*te$t, as com-
pared with scores of schools in the same district (tseck, 1979). The cost of
this program was amazingly low: a few hundred dollars for initial teacher-
training and lesn than ten dollars psr student per year for ctrarts, practice

sheets and other materials. Beyond adding brief periods of Precision Teach*
ing each day, Great Falls educators made no other changes in their
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programs. These results suggest that dramatic improvement in basic skills
achievement need not be either expensive or timi-consuming.

The results of the Direct Instruction Model in project Follow
Through are_ equatly compelling (Becker, 1977; Becker & Cainine, l9g0;
Watkins, 1988). Direct Instruction programs produced greater improve-
ments in the achievement of young, disadvantaged children than either typi_
cal public school programs or any of the other Follow Through modils
(including the Behavior Analysis modet from the University oi Kansas).
Follow-up evaluations revealed that Direct Instruction students were more
likely to receive high school diplomas, less like to be retained in any grade,
and less likely to drop out (Gersten, 1982; Gersten & Carnini,lgs:;
Gersten & Keating, 1983). These results suggest that effective teaching can
overcome the effects of poverty and other adverse socio-economic condi-
tions, at least to the extent that well-taught children can succeed against
heavy odds. In fact, notable ,,non-behavioral', programs such as those
p_rovided by Marva Collins"(Collins & Tamarkin, 1982) and Jaime Escalante
(Mathews, 1988) have also demonstrated that students with severe socio_
economic disadvantages can excel, given effective instruction.

Our best teaching meihods have been able to @unteract both psycho_
educational deficits and social disadvantages. The Morningside Acadimy's
programs routinely enable children and adolescents with clinical diagnoses to
improve by multiple gradeJevels per year, and improve the literacy skills of
homeless, illiterate men with criminal records by nearly two years per month
of instruction (Johnson, 1990).

Clearly, we have methds that effectively address the educational crisis
in- this country by overcoming what are thought to be the controlling variables
of education failure. It is equally clear, however, that merety producing such
results does not ensure adoption of these methods. In fact, there is resistance
at every level in the educational establishment to adoption of behavioral
education (Watkins, 1988). Therefore, we must examine other types of efforts,
beyond successful instructional development and delivery per sq as means of
promoting the adoption of these methods.

LESSONS FROM THE PRTVATE SECTOR

Ogden Lindsley, Henry Pennypacker and other leading behaviorists
have encouraged those engaged in applying the principleJ of behavior
analysis to "go private," that is, to find markets where the contingencies
of perceived value will shape our behavior towards more effective packag-
ing and promotion of what we have to offer. Some successful behavioril
educators have established schools, tutoring agencies and publishing com-
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panies. Others have shifted their efforts toward non-educational markets
such as behavioral medicine, corporate training and performance manage-
ment. Whether or not we choose to go private, we can learn a great deal
from private enterprise, especially from the process by which business
people identify their markets and customers, package and "position" their
products and services to meet perceived customer needs, and effectively
sell those products and services by communicating in language that cus-
tomers understand.

Most behavioral educators are researchers, practitioners, or both.
Most lack training or experience in private sector sales and marketing, and
most are not skilled at packaging or describing what they do in ways that
ordinary people can understand or appreciate. Moreover, the vocabulary
of mainstream education often resembles plain English. And although be-
havioral educators might criticize the lack of precision in mainstream
educational language and methodology, it often seems more under-
standable, and perhaps less threa.pening, to average people that the lan-
guage of behavior analysis. Corn$ined with the all-too-common tendency
among behavioral professors to impose behavioral terminology on others,
these conditions virtually guarantee that we will be unsuccessful in broadly
promoting our methods and programs.

SEEING BEYOND OUR INDTVIDUAL CONCBRNS

A prerequisite for those who would engage in efforts to promote be-
havioral education is a real interest in working beyond the responsibilities
of their own individual job descriptions. Most teachers restrict the focus
of their concern within the walls of the their classrooms or schools. Most
administrators are absorbed in the day-to-day management tasks of their
buildings, prograffis, districts, and..so forth. Most academics focus on their
own research or demonstration projects, publishing in academic journals,
and working to obtain grant support and tenure. Those of us engaged in
promoting behavioral education must have a larger vision. We must con-

cern ourselves with and seek to understand the broader social, cultural and

economic environment in which our schools, programs, universities and re-
search centers reside. We must then learn to place ourselves within that
broader environment and to articulate what we have to offer within that
context so that others will listen to and appreciate what we have to say.

Some of us may not choose to allocate energy beyond the limits of
our own personal environments. However, if behavioral education is to pro-
vide major solutions to the educational crisis that currently engulfs our cul-
ture, many more of us must choose the broader perspective. In whatever
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environment we chose to work, soms of the following principles extracted
from private sector sales and mflrketing $hould help td increase our irnpact.

IDENTITY AND SOLVE PERCETVED NEEDS

Find out what the customer needs and wants. Like many tech_
nologists, we tend to promote the features of our technology and th; jargon
asscciated with it. Even the traditional features and Ueneiits approach to
sales and rnarketing misses the mark because it begins with fsatures. A
better strateglr is to discuss th* needn, concerns and proUt*ms that potentiatr
customers recognize, and then describe features of the technology as solu-
tions to those needs. Focus on curriculum areas and skills where everyons
agree$ improvement is needed and work to producs the kind of result that
parents, students and other educator$ agree is desirable.

us.n pLArN ENGLTSH

One of our greatest railings is inhersnt in the language we uffi to
describe what we do. We often work to coilvert others to u$e of our jargon
rather than describing what we do in cornmon, easy-to-appreciate language.
The terminology of functisnal behavior analysis il a po*erful and pn*ch.
tool for analyzing and understanding behavior, and foi developing effecrive
teaching methods and materials. As technslogists, ws should maintain the
precision of that language because of its teclrnical advantages. But it is not
the language we should use to describe our products to thi general public,
or even to other educators. Automobile manufacturers do not use the lan_
guage of mechanical and electrical engineering in their advertising and
showroom sals$" Why should we force the language of our discipline upon
the average consumer? The term behavioral educition itself may work ,.ry
strongly against u$, Betraviorisrn is ctrearly out of vogue among educatori
and psychologists, due in part to a sirnplistic undersianding tt[t has per-
vad*d both the popular and professional literature. If oui mission is to
promote effective educational methods and prograffi$, we rnay be hampere
by concurrently striving to convert others to behaviorism per se. For ex-
ample, in efforrs [o prsrnote precision Teaching, Direct instruction and
the Personalized Sysrem of Instruction (Binder, 1gg0), the phrase
"measurably effective instruction', sesra$ more per$uasive as a desiription
of what we do than "behavioral methods,,' both because in relatively plain
English it describes our data-based approach and does not carry the un-
nece$$ary baggage of reaction$ against belraviorism.
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SEGMBNT THS MARKETPLACE

Different parts of the marketplace have different needs and will re-
quir* different sslutions. Parents, for examplc, would tike their children to
be successful. By creating seminars, tutoring services, packaged materials
sold at check-out count&r$, and other products that parents can understand
and u$e, we addre$s a specific rnarket segment, With parents' growing con-
cern about the educational system, that segment offers important CIppor-

tunities for comrnsrcialization. Likewi$o, corponaticns who rnu$t teach their
employees basic skills or provide day care or educational programs for
ernployees' children, prs$ent another prornising market. They have different
needs, and will respond to solutions described in different language. Even
within regular education, spocific markets exist (e.9,, Ianguage learning,
vocational prograrn$) where targeted product$ might have a rea$onabtre

chance of success, Recent efforts 10 develop private practice teaching as

an alternative carser mode for edilcators' in which lndividuals or groups
of teachers provide specific programs to schools on contract, suggest that
rnarket $egrnsnt$ exist svcn within school districts (Lnchhead, 199tr). If we
begin to develop the equivalent of sales and rnarketing strategy, we will
identify the needs of specific target rnarkets within education, then package
and desmibe products and services that meet those needs in terrns thet the
consumer$ can appreciate.

IDENTItrY OPPORTUNITTHS FOR GREATEST IMPACT

Educational research traditionally seeks statistically significant results.
As behavior analysts who focus on changing individual organisrns, we have
a head start in the effort to produEt educationally significant results, not
merely statistically unlikely differences between mean eftects. If we are ts
convince people of the value of our work, we must produce results that
are obvious, evsn to the untrained obseler. Students without reading skills
who can read at a 9th grade level six months later show obvious improve-
ment. Second graders who write as well a$ or better than sixth graders are
impressive. High school students fluent in multiple foreign languages or
who easily pass advanced placement examinations in rnathernatics represent
obvious improvernsnts over the typical product. These are all products that
we can produce.

In the past, we have tended to gravitate toward special education, a

field where expectations are low and where we are often able to produce
better results than others. In large part this is because special education is
more tolerant of non-mainstream msthods and rnaterials. However, $pecial
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3duca1i91 is not highly visible, and it provides a convenient ,,pigeon 
hole,,

into which other educators can easily tategorize us. It is in ,.g;lu educa-
tion where we need to show results that ari substantial and valiable. Many
of us have grown skeptical of ever being accepted among regular educatori,
partly because the process of institutionalizld educati6n leldom rewards
effectiveness per se. Many of us may choose to create opportunities for
ourselves outside of standard public education. But as government, business
leaders and the general public demand more and mori accorntability, and
educational restructuring allows for greater choice and competition in
demonstrating tangible educational results, we may yet see significant op-
portunities for greater acceptance of measurabty iuperior Instructional
methods.

CREATE TANGIBLE PRODUCTS

Intangibles are more difficult to describe and selt than packaged
products, programs or systems. The more we can define what we do in
concrete terms, the better. Lists of behavioral principles and terminologSr
do not seem tangible. Identifiable methods assotiated with specifll
materials and procedures, such as precision Teaching or the personalized
System of Instruction, are a good deal more recognizlaUte as things than is
behavioral education per se. Direct Instruction progrars and maf,rials are
actual products, So are software programs and other published materials.
We need more packaged materials, programs and methLds with identifiable
names that appeal to average peopte because they meet perceived needs.

SEEK NEW MARKETS FOR OUR SOLUTIONS

Those at the vanguard of our effort must continually seek new op_
portunities to satisf, acknowledged educational needs in ways that will
demonstrate obvious value to consumers. During the last two decades,
some of our best researchers and practitioners have created private schools
and tutoring agencies in order to escape the constraints of thi public school
system and to conrinue to push the limits of the technology. private practice
education and choice initiatives in various states and cities may offer new
T.-.L"t. within the public system. Such programs as those proposed first
in Miami Beach and more recently in New york City in which priurt" ,g"n-
cies, universities, foundations, and groups of educitors will be allowed to
assume total responsibility for entire schools, may offer additional situations
in which to implement and publicly demonstrate effective instruction
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("Business-run schools are proposed," 1990). Such new opportunities may
provide some of our best markets, as long as they carry with them incentives
for demonstrating student achievement.

CONSIDER STRATEGY AND TACTICS

Given what we know about the educational establishment (Watkins,
1988), some approaches are likely to be more successful than others. For
example, we have generally been trying to influence educators and educa-
tional administrators in efforts to gain acceptance for our methods. These
are the people who hold the purse strings and operational control of the
educational system. On the other hand, the actual consumers of the
products of education are parents and employers. Increasingly, it is these

people who are expressing concern about educational failure and who are

itt*uting resources anO articplfiting the need for change. With this
knowledge, some of us might begin to shift our strategy toward an effort
to engage and enlist the support of parents and corporate leaders who will
then more knowledgeably exert pressure on schools for effective instruc-
tion. The implications of such a strategy suggest changes in tactics. By
analyzing the contingencies at work in the larger cultural context, we might
consider a range of strategies and tactics, then select goals and define ac-

tion plans based on that analysis. In general, this is the realm of strategic
planning, an essential component of any successful business enterprise.

WRITE FOR NON.TBCHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

Those of us who write articles, mostly academic researchers and

teacher-trainers, tend to publish oirr work in academic jorrnals. If we seek

broader acceptance of our methods, we must begin to publish in more

popular journals, magazines and other publications that reach a broader
audience. An example of this approach is the issue of Youth Policy Journal
(July, 1988) devoted to articles about behavioral education written by mem-
bers of the Association for Behavior Analysis. We would do well to identify
even more widely read publications, especially magazines, where articles

about effective education might inform a broader audience about what is

possible.
Efforts to publish in popular magazines and to use other public media

will require us to make important changes in how we communicate. We
will need to use plain English eloquently, avoiding long sentences, passive

voice, and other common features of academic writing. Such articles must
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begin with descriptions of needs or of human interest stories that grab
readers' attention, and they must contain practical and thought_provoking
infarmation that is targete to specific uu i*nce$. perhaps, most irnpor-
tantly, we will need to thoroughly consider why anyone miglrt be interestedin what we have to sfly, to understand the soncerns of the readership, to
describe solutions that reade rs can appreciate and rind ways to help ,*uj*r*take further $teps. By exposing ourselves to the coniingencies of thepopular readership, we will help to shape our own behavior toward more
effective comrnunication and pirsua$ion.

A CASE STUDY: RECENT EFT.ORTS TO PROMOTE
PRECISION TEACHING

Precision Teaching has exisred for over 20 years (Binder, 19gg; Binder& Watkins, 1990; Lindsiey,l9l2,lg90). It proviJes teaching m.ttoOs UrseOon principles derived from laboratory operant conditionini. However, fewpublications have described or preienied results of preiision Teaching
when compared with other disciplines or methodologies within education.This lack of academic publicatiohs is the result of a-conscious srraregy onthe part of its founders not to pubtish. They believed that academic pub-
lications do little to change behavior and that the information in researchpapers are outdated. by ttre time they are published due to the rapid
development of the discipline. Indeed, ihey chose a strategy Uar"J o, p"r_
son-to-person influence and instruction in the method- as a means ofpromulgating Precision Teaching. Whatever the positive results of these
strategies might have been, the down-side has been that its pro|*"nr* no*
have relatively little ,,arnmunition,' for establishing credibility l*ong tfrui,
more academic colleagues.

_ . 1n recent yearc, there has been a resurgence of interest in promoting
Precision- Teryhing as an important solution to America,s current educa_
tional crisis (Binder, 1990; Binder & Watkins, l9g9), precision-rcacfring
addresses a number of the needs and concerns cornmonly expressed by
those interested in educationat reform. These include, a1 tfri neia to show
measurable results, addressed by inclusion of the measr..r.nt fror".. ".an.inherent part of daily instruction and practice activities; U; ifrJ neea for
objecrive performance standardq addreised by the ur.'oi lluency aims
which inctude borh accuracy and speed dimensions of ,.rp"ilil, c) the
need for individualized instrucrion, iddressed by use of <laiiy **JJurrrn.n,
and charting to assess progress and make frequent decisions for each stu-dent in each curriculum area; d) the need for student-center.a i"rrning,
addressed by an emphasis on involving students in the measurement, chart-
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ing end decision-making proce$s; and e) the need for cost-effectivene$$'
addressed by the relatively low cs$t of Precision Teaching r:naterials and
uaining. Further, Precision Teaching can be corrrbined with any existing
curriculum or teaching rnethod to rnonitor and asse$$ student progress, and
to make decisions about when to change instructional programs,

Recently, proponents of Precision Teaching have begun a more active
outreach effort by publishing in non-behavioral journals (Binder, 1988,
1990; Binder & Watkins, 1989, 1990), editing a special issue on Precision
Teaching (e.8., Teaching Exceptional Children, July, 1990; Wesr, Young &
Spooner, 1990) for a readership not specifically oriented toward & be-
havioral approach, and holding strategic planning se$sions nt conventions
(e.9., Association for Behavior Analysis in 1990). Further, non-educators
and educators not involved with Precision Teaclring were invited to attend
the 9ttt International Precision Teaching Conference. An important out-
corne of this conference was a first rneeting of the Association for Precisisn
Teaching, an organization that wil\Ue devoted to serring both its members
and the broader purpo$e of prorfioting effective instructional rnethods to
a wider audience. Althougtr this is just a beginningn proponents of Precision
Teaching have renewed their commitment to prornoting effective instruc-
tion to a wider audience, ffnd have begun to plan ffnd develop $ystematic
efforts to do so.

CONCLUSIONS

To promote wider use of behavioral education rnethods, we would
do well to emulate sale$ and marketing professionals in the private sector.
trdentifying market segments and their needs, addressing solutions to these
markets in terms that they can Bppreciate, and following systematic
strategies based on careful analysii should help us to increase our influence
and effectiveness. Whether or not we can ever produce a major improve-
ment in how our culture educates its studeilts will depencl on our ability
to demonstrate and communicate solutions to perceived needs, and on the
culture's acknowtredgment of needs to which we hold solutions.
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